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About This Game

It is the year 2177, the world is in the state of deep moral decay. People are living inside big, overpopulated cities. Constantly
oppressed by inhuman technologies they have become blood thirsty crowd. Big corporations created Cyber Arenas to replay to
this craving. Everyday on these arenas innocent people are brutally killed. You are forcible chosen participant of such show.

Your life is at the stake.

Features:

 Selection of weapons - changing with grip

 Fight againts hordes of enemies

 Survive as long as you can!

 Fast-paced gameplay
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A charming and relaxing Megaman-like. It's not very complicated or demanding, but fun and functions flawlessly.

As for the story... At the time of writing, I only finished three acts. Don't let the Storytellers handholding at the beginning upset
you, he shuts up soon. The story likes to sometimes throw deep thoughts at you without warning. The protagonist often gives
simple and boring responses, in particular to strangers and officials, but also proves eloquent and thoughtful when with friends
and in her journal.

My point is: The game doesn't give you a taste of everything it has to offer right away, so be patient.. Game played very
sluggish, but I have a old PC also. If your willing to put in the time it's worth playing.. Hi there,
I haven't played Table Tennis since a long period of time
but hey it really teleports you back to the roots! :-)
The Arcace styl, the Tournament atmosphere AND
that you don't need to crawl after the sneaky balls
when they fly through the area makes it really
really FUN to play.
This is something which EVERY Vive owner
needs to have in his collection. Especially for this
affordable price.. This game is on par with most smartphone games. It is way too simple for my taste. It does work fine and I
didn't have any problems playing it. If you are looking for something quick and easy with extremely low learning curve, this
might be ok for you. I would not spend more than 10 bucks for such a simple game.. This probably has to be the worst DLC out
of the bunch.

Right out of the gate it commits a RTS cardinal sin of having an escort mission as the very first level and combines a lot of bad
design choices.

-You can't control when the escourt leaves and the timer starts when the mission feels like it
-Slow movement
-Will often stop randomly despite the way being clear.
-Weak health and enemies can easily stop it
-Limited number of lost escourts before the mission fails.

On top of that you are getting attacked right away and you get NOTHING starting off, you are even missing very basic research
that would atleast save some time and gold which you need to get an army out fast. I somehow beat the first level on the first try
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bt it felt more like luck than any kind of measureable skill.

Level 2 is faily dull, defend the dungeon for x number of waves so it's pretty much one of the missions in the base game but
instead of being able to focus on just ending the mission you are instead just waiting for wave after wave. There was not much
worth playing here.

Finally the last mission is pretty much a re-do of an earlier mission where youneed to stop a bunch of tentacles before they
shake the dungeon heart apart. You can hire pirates and shoot a cannon if you get enough dabloons but good luck with that, i
never got to them in time and found rishing my army to do so just not worth it.

As for the story and the humor, it's pretty dull. It's just 90% "Thalya keeps getting her vacation interrupted" and making up
reasons as to why she can't relax.

The missions aren't exactly hard so to speek, just time consuming and drab. If you don't play them EXACTLY how the game
wants you too it will kill you and dump your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to the game over screen which is a shame since a
lot of the mission in the base game and other DLCs had a lot of diferent approaches you could take to win.

This is one you can safely skip since you don't really lose much by not playing it, Maybe get it on sale.. I've had an absolute blast
playing this game so far. Witty humor, entertaining stories. Absolutely worth the 4 bucks and I'm not even half way through it
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this game is a joke for a company that is asking for £40 for a game you would atleast feel the game has some implicaitions to
make it fun well guess what! this game is awful. A joke of a comapny taking money from fans for this game i wouldnt even pay
£10 for how bad this is,, you can legit stand still and the game will hit the ball and for the shots, it doesnt matter what you press
you will always chop the ball. A Joke the company shouldnt even exist on how poor this game is and how they are stealing your
money for buying this game, update the game or dont make games you joke of a company legit shouldnt even be creating
games!. somewhat ok game but when you hit the end there is the greatest\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665puzzle
(chemical puzzle) of them all.

I just quit there after about 50 retries because i can\u00b4t stand the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls with the
complete waste of time until you can retry.

You really want to sell this to kids? You must be the greatest moron dev that walks the earth. If this game pisses me off that
hard how much chance does a kid have?

Don\u00b4t buy this pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Deadnauts has some interesting concepts that I haven't
seen before.
But I see a lot of unused potential in the hacking.
As example there are "Watchers" who can make your sreen blurry, or unable to control your Deadnauts.
But they're just a "wait a sec to fix it" problem.
On the other side the "Threat"s, the enemy aliens are very good designed.
The strenghts and weaknesses are as random as the attack patterns.
On your first playthrough you may've problems with enemys that lunge you, but later you discover how
to protect you and fight against them.
The menus are intelligently integrated into your view, and you can view them
easily without pausing the game, or destroying the atmosphere.

Your "squad" is highly customizable, with "only some" basic slots,
wich have to be used efficient by assigning every member of your squad a
role to support the others, or fight the enemies.

I would recommend this game to everyone, who has
fun with different enemy types, a highly customizable
squad and the minimalistic graphic, witch perfectly fits
to the game inn my opinion.. Using same review for all Zup games.

------------------------------------

Main reason to get, make your profile look better with the many differently designed achievements.

Very cheap and would highly recommend when in bundle.

Loads of achievements for the achievement hunters.

Can be fun to play but games are not very long because of easy puzzles.

Heard that there is a Zup 5 in greenlight.

If they can make some original achievements fair enough but as a steam user that wishes we have something like a gamerscore
like with the Xbox, games like this would not exist on steam.

(but would probs still get if very cheap)

. A hidden object game. Items are sometimes impossible to see without tilting the screen. Each room was timed. If you did not
find everything in the given time, you had to do it over again with different objects to find. I liked it.. i have tons of the dlc but
it says it's downloaded but i dont know how to access it, iv tryed redownloading the game and
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reinstalling it and what not even made a new project but nothing new is in my game.
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